Specification Folds

Disclaimer JASNO reserves the right to change the contents of this document
without notice.

JASNO Folds
JASNO folds: unique folding curtains produced from woven paper. The design
of these curtains was developed in collaboration with studio Daphna Laurens.

Folding curtains in JASNO style
Together with studio Daphna Laurens, JASNO has produced an innovative variant of
an existing product. Characteristic of this new product is the simple, clean-lined and
contemporary design, perfectly matching the JASNO style.
The collection consists of a select number of colours for the fabrics and wooden strips.
It is up to the individual consumer to choose a combination that matches his or her
personal style. The fabrics are produced from woven paper, and are available in a semitransparent, light filtering and blackout variant.
Dutch Design
The Folds were developed in collaboration with Dutch Designers studio Daphna Laurens,
a celebrated Dutch design duo that has built up a reputation in the field of design, over the
past few years. They regularly attend major design fairs in the Netherlands and abroad,
including the Dutch Design Week, and they have won a number of design awards.

JASNO FOLDS
Dutch design studio Daphna Laurens
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The highlights of JASNO Folds
Headrail The textile is carefully integrated
in the headrail without the use of Velcro strips.
The result is a clean look.

Maintenance and
warranty The woven paper
can be easily cleaned with
a brush or vacuum cleaner
on the fabric setting. We
offer a two-year warranty
on the textile and three

Wooden strips made
from Abachi wood and
available in six stylish
colours. You can opt for
a different colour
wooden strip at the front
and back of each fold.

years on the wooden strips,
the headrail and the
operating mechanism.

Textile The woven
paper is available in
various colours, and
guarantees a high level of
colourfastness. Available
in semi-transparent,
light filtering or blackout
variant.

Design Unique plastic buttons
(child-safe clamps) on the strips
ensure the cords are guided at
the back of the blind while at the
same time adding a real design
touch.
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Operation
The operating
chain is fitted with
a child-safe hanging
system. If weight is
applied in the loop, the
support system cuts
through the chain.

Valance The folds are
fitted with a valance that
protects the fabric
against discoloration.
In combination with the
always visible bottom rail,
this valance gives your
folds a luxurious finish.
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1. The design of JASNO Folds
Gear wheel

Chain

Wooden strip
Woven paper

Side finished with
transparent PU

Child-safe hanging system
Plastic button (clamp)
with cord feedthrough

Raising strip
with cord fix

Installation height

Minimum distance
from floor of child-safe
hanging system 600mm

Wooden strip
The wooden strips are made from Abachi wood, and give the folds a natural look.
A different colour can be selected for the wooden strip on the front and the wooden
strip on the back (= cord side). Remember that the colour of the pin is matched to the
colour of the front strip. If for example you have selected a white front strip, a white
plastic button (clamp) will be selected. With a black back strip, the white plastic button
(clamps) will stand out.
The sides are deliberately left unpainted so you can see the attractive natural products used.
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On the one before last strip, the cord is held back using a cord fix. To ensure child
safety, the cord is able to break free from each plastic pin.
Maximum warping tolerance is 5mm per 1000mm width.

White aluminium profile
The woven paper is seamlessly fed into the aluminium profile, resulting in a clean finish
result. No more Velcro strips that can work free.

Woven paper
The choice of material is clearly an integral part of the overall design. The natural look
of the wooden strips and woven paper results in a brand-new type of folding curtain.
Partly thanks to the clamp technique employed, it is no longer necessary to cut to size
thereby further emphasising the simplicity of the design. The woven paper is subject to
a 24 month warranty.
The semi-transparent version allows the unique play of light from inside to outside,
and vice versa.
The light filtering version slightly dims the light level, and prevents people looking in
from outside, in the evenings.
The blackout version as the name suggests ensures complete blackout and is ideal for
use in the bedroom. In the blackout version, the fabric is inserted separately behind the
woven paper and held in position by the wooden strips.
To prevent the fabric fraying, the edges of the woven paper are finished with transparent PU.
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Side view of blackout version

Irrespective of size, no joining seams are used. In other words, for every JASNO fold,
the woven paper is cut from a single sheet, for a clean finish look.

Operating chain
The operating chain is made from pale grey plastic, and has a gear ratio of 1:2. The
operating chain can be ordered either left or right, and is fitted NEXT to the textile.
To ensure child safety, the chain is fitted in the factory with a hanging system. This childsafe hanging system includes a cutting mechanism, which cuts the chain if weight is
applied to the loop.
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Also with a view to ensuring child safety, the length of the operating chain is subject to
new requirements:
Order height fold
in mm

Compulsory
installation height
from the floor in mm

If installation height
is specified in mm

Length of chain from top
of fold (length excluding
hanging system 100mm)
in mm.
Tolerance approx. 10mm

500 < 730

1500

350

730 < 955

1500

600

955 < 1180

1500

750

1180 < 1405

1500

800

1405 < 1500

1500

800

1500 < 1630

1500 < 1630

800

1630 < 1855

1630 < 1855

900

1855 < 2080

1855 < 2080

1125

2080 < 2305

2080 < 2305

1350

2305 < 2530

2305 < 2530

1575

2530 < 2755

2530 < 2755

1800

2755 < 2980

2755 < 2980

2025

2980 < 3200

2980 < 3200

2250

3200 < 3425

2475

3425 < 3650

2700

3650 < 3875

2925

3875 < 4100

3150

The minimum compulsory installation height for JASNO Folds is 1500mm
(measured from the floor)
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Play at back of fold in raised position

play 0mm

play 45-60mm

Fitted with standard mounting bracket

Fitted with extension bracket

(including transparent spacer)

(added price option)
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2. Order information
Determining the ordering sizes

order height

window opening

variable

order width

window opening
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11mm
mounting bracket
recommended play
4mm

variable length
of chain

recommended play
10mm

recommended play 3mm of 9mm

recommended play
5mm

Recommended play in height
Fitting with standard mounting bracket: 3mm play at top
Fitting with extension bracket 95mm: 9mm play at top
5mm at bottom: this means the bottom wooden strip is suspended 5mm clear of
the floor or window sill
Recommended play in width
4mm on operating side: this results in play of 15mm from textile / wooden strip to
opening side.
10mm on non-operating side: this creates a play of 10mm from the textile / wooden
strip to the opening side.
Recommended play between JASNO Folds fitted in 1 opening is 10mm.
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Sizes and tolerances
Minimum

Maximum size for
semi-transparent and
light filtering

Maximum size for
blackout

Tolerances

Width

300mm

2400mm

2400mm

+/- 2mm

Height

500mm

3200mm

3200mm

+/- 3mm

Number of wooden strips at ordering height
Important note: This table does not apply if different ordering heights have to be aligned
with one another. To ensure correct alignment, the number of wooden strips may deviate
from the standard. The distances between the wooden strips will not always be equal.
Order height in mm
semi-transparent and
light filtering

Order height in mm
blackout

# rows of wooden strip
(including bottom strip)

500 ≤ 671

500 ≤ 666

2

672 ≤ 1147

667 ≤ 1142

3

1148 ≤ 1597

1143 ≤ 1592

4

1598 ≤ 2047

1593 ≤ 2042

5

2048 ≤ 2497

2043 ≤ 2492

6

2498 ≤ 2947

2493 ≤ 2942

7

2948 ≤ 3200

2943 ≤ 3200
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Number of cords for order width
Order width in mm

# cords

300 ≤ 770

2

771 ≤ 1370

3

1371 ≤ 1970

4

1971 ≤ 2400

5
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Height of blind in raised position
Important note: This table does not apply if different heights have to be aligned with one
another. To ensure correct alignment, the number of wooden strips may deviate from the
standard. The distances between the wooden strips will not always be equal throughout.
Order height

# Rows of
wooden strip

Raised height
in cm
(rounded up)

Order height

# Rows of
wooden strip

Raised height
in cm
(rounded up)

500

2

22

1900

5

34

550

2

24

1950

5

35

600

2

26

2000

5

35

671

2

28

2047

5

36

672

3

21

2048

6

34

700

3

22

2100

6

35

750

3

23

2150

6

35

800

3

24

2200

6

36

850

3

25

2250

6

36

900

3

26

2300

6

37

950

3

27

2350

6

37

1000

3

28

2400

6

37

1050

3

29

2450

6

38

1100

3

30

2497

6

38

1147

3

31

2498

7

37

1148

4

27

2550

7

38

1200

4

28

2600

7

38

1250

4

28

2650

7

39

1300

4

29

2700

7

39

1350

4

30

2750

7

39

1400

4

30

2800

7

40

1450

4

31

2850

7

40

1500

4

32

2900

7

40

1550

4

33

2947

7

41

1597

4

33

2948

8

40

1598

5

31

3000

8

41

1650

5

31

3050

8

41

1700

5

32

3100

8

41

1750

5

32

3150

8

42

1800

5

33

3200

8

42

1850

5

34
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3. Folds of uneven height
next to one another
To ensure correct alignment, the number of wooden strips may deviate from the standard.
The distances between the wooden strips will not always be the same throughout, so when
raised, the folds may differ.

10mm

> 200mm

Original position of strips

The positions marked in green are the original positions, without alignment.
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4. Folds placed in the corner

68mm
16mm
68mm
5mm
5mm

16mm

Sizes in a corner situation if fitted using the ‘click’ mounting bracket (including
transparent spacer). The transparent spacer has a depth of 16mm.
Note: Because the folds of material take up space on the inward side, it is not
possible to raise both folds to maximum height.
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5. Overview of colours
In the blackout version, the fabric is inserted separately behind the woven paper and held
in position by the wooden strips. This means that for every woven paper colour option,
you are free to choose the colour of BL fabric to match any woven paper colour. This

Blackout

Light filtering

Semi-transparant

means that the outside can be matched with the BL fabric, to ensure an attractive result.
Colour name woven paper
and BL

Colour-coordinated
cord

034 Desert Breeze

Sand colour

035 Simply Grey

Pale grey

501 Snow White

White

505 Warm Cocoa

Dark brown

506 Black Olive

Light brown

519 Pure Linen

Linen

LF034 Desert Breeze

Sand colour

LF035 Simply Grey

Pale grey

LF501 Snow White

White

LF505 Warm Cocoa

Dark brown

LF506 Black Olive

Light brown

LF507 River Grey

Pale grey

LF519 Pure Linen

Linen

LF601 Taupe

Linen

LF635 Matte Black

Light brown

LF710 Black Marble

Pale grey

LF722 Antique Brown

Light brown

BL029 Cream

White

BL082 Light Grey

Pale grey

BL090 Warm Grey

Pale grey

Transparency

Colourfastness according
to ISO 105 B02 (2013)
standard

5 - 7 on an 8-point scale

You are free to choose the colour of the wooden strips irrespective of the colour of the woven
paper, and you can choose a different colour wooden strip at front and back. The colour of
the plastic button (clamp) is of course matched to the colour of the wooden strip on the front.
If for example you select a white strip on the front, a white plastic button clamp will be used.
If you then select a black strip on the back, the white plastic button clamps will stand out.
Despite the UV blockers, discolouration of the textile is always possible. This is most
quickly visible with the black tones.
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The sides of the wooden strips are deliberately left unpainted so you can see the attractive
natural products used.
Colour name wooden strip

Plastic button clamp

AB003 Silk White

White

AB706 Silver Pearl

Pale grey

AB212 Dark Teak

Dark brown

AB221 Black Walnut

Black

AB246 Matte Black

Black

AB050 Sandy Grey

Sand colour

It is NOT possible to order other colours.
Order your JASNO Folds preferably in a single order since colours may differ slightly
between different orders.
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6. Somfy motorized
The minimum order width with a motorised version is 820mm.

Brief information on Somfy options
General: The motors are only available in an RTS, low-voltage model. These motors
cannot be directly connected to a domotics system. Consult your domotics specialist.
JASNO Folds with battery-powered motor (Somfy Tilt & Lift 25 RTS)

min 560mm
20mm

Option: Charger for rechargeable battery
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21mm

JASNO Folds with solar-battery powered motor (Somfy Tilt & Lift 25 RTS)

60mm
300mm

107mm

12mm

40mm

min 560mm
20mm

21mm

Option: Charger for rechargeable battery
The solar panel can be attached against the glass with double-sided tape, or fitted
against the frame using transparent brackets.
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JASNO Folds mains supply motor (Somfy Tilt & Lift 25 RTS)

21mm

240VAC / 12VDC - 2A

3m
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The JASNO Folds are then operated using a high-frequency remote control unit.
Both units offer a scroll function for fine-adjustment of the fold positions:

Telis 1 MOD/ VAR Pure

Telis 4 MOD/ VAR Pure

1 channel; several products

4+1 channels; 5 groups of products can be

react simultaneously

operated separately from one another
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7. Installation instructions
Important note for fitting: the woven paper is an easily damaged material and folds
and crinkles are difficult to remove. When fitting the folds, make sure the product is
handled with care. Always work with clean, grease-free hands.

In the opening – on the frame
For these applications, the standard supplied
‘click’ mounting bracket can be used, with the
16mm transparent spacer, to ensure sufficient
depth to raise the JASNO Folds.

Against the ceiling
If the folds are to be fitted against the ceiling,
the transparent spacer cannot be used, and the
‘click’ mounting bracket has to be fitted against
the ceiling at the required position. In that case,
the mounting bracket must be fitted at least
16mm away from the wall, to prevent the strip
rubbing against the wall or frame when the
folds are raised.
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In the opening or on the frame with extension bracket
Fit the ‘click’ mounting bracket on the
extension bracket and then fit the extension
bracket to the frame or wall.

Position of mounting brackets

max. 75mm

max. 900mm
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max. 900mm

max. 75mm
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8. Use and operation
Despite the transparent PU edge finishing, it is always better to operate the JASNO
Folds in this manner.

Chain operation correct

Chain operation incorrect

Do not allow the operating chain to rub against the textile during use, to avoid damaging
the woven paper.
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9. Warranty and maintenance
A 36-month warranty is provided on the system and the wooden strips. The woven paper
for the semi-transparent, light filtering and blackout variants is subject to a 24-month
warranty. All warranty rights are lost following incorrect use or failure to follow
the instructions.
Semi-transparent and light filtering:
82% PAPER, 18% POLYESTER
Blackout: 100% POLYESTER
For cleaning, and to remove dust, use a vacuum cleaner with
brush head on the fabric setting, or use a soft brush or Swiffer.

10. Delivery time
The delivery time for JASNO Folds is not more than 6 weeks following acceptance of
the order by JASNO. During holiday periods, other delivery times may apply. You will be
notified well in advance.
JASNO Folds are manufactured in the Netherlands.
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